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RPI Ltd was established in April 2001 to provide a very 
unique asset managed approach to the ownership of 
residential investment property in the UK predominantly, 
but not exclusively, for the overseas property investor.

Together with our UK Head Office, we now have offices 
in both Hong Kong and Singapore providing personal 
points of contact for initial consultation and ongoing client 
support. RPI’s unique approach offers a personalised and 
bespoke journey for the client, maximising their return on 
capital invested, optimising rental income together with 
carrying out strategic investment analysis.

Our continual focus is to provide a first-class delivery 
of services to our clients. Furthermore, we provide a 
clear definition of service ownership, accountability 
with defined roles and responsibilities. Our emphasis 
is firmly on establishing and maintaining long standing 
client relationships whereby our growth is based upon 
recommendation.

With a UK nationwide reach and a sophisticated online 
client platform, RPI supported by its loyal team, continue 
to benchmark industry standards.

Congratulations on your recent purchase at
The Copperworks, Birmingham, UK! 
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Rental Guarantee and Legal 
Expense Assurance provision

RPI create an unrivalled platform for marketing by hand 
picking the most successful local letting agents in any 
given location to optimise the marketing catchment area. 
In addition, through relationship’s with Relocation Agents; 
together with Corporate Relationships with some of the 
UK’s largest employers such as Rolls Royce, National 
Express, Lloyds Bank RBS and Jaguar we are also able to 
source professional corporate tenants.

By spreading the risk of utilising multiple marketing 
platforms and creating agency competition, RPI has 
a proven track record of significantly reducing rental 

compression and maximising our client’s rental position.
We at RPI also have the following accreditations: 

• A.R.L.A (Association of Residential Letting Agents)

• T.D.S (Tenancy Deposit Scheme)

• T.P.O (The Property Ombudsman)

• OFT (Office of Fair Trading)

• Established in 2001

• 97% occupancy across the entire UK 
residential portfolio

• 7% average rental increase year on year 
for the past three years

• Proven track record of block new build 
delivery to rental market.

• Unrivalled marketing platform and online 
tracking to both landlord and tenant.

Company Track Record: 

Key Services: 
Residential Letting & 
Management UK Nationwide

Search & 
Acquisition

Investment 
Finance

Bespoke Landlord and 
Tenant Online Tracking

Asset Management 
& Yield Analysis

Property
Inspection
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Unrivalled “all of market” 
letting platform

Property 
Accounting

Purchase & 
Sale Management

Property 
Sale

Sales 
Support Furnishing

Ownership 
Structuring

• Key clients: Hammerson PLC, Land Securities, 
Rolls Royce, Microsoft and Unilever, in conjunction with 
many high profile and high net worth investors, Family 
Offices and Banks.
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Some of our Corporate Tenants
The UK is a world-class employment hub, home to some of the world’s top global brands, 
dominated by the financial services, creative, media and technology sectors.
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A Unique Approach to Lettings

The Complete Way

Traditional Letting Agent

Letting Agent 
One

Relocating Agent

Corporate
Accounts

Property Media 
Platforms

Leveraging on multiple sources of tenants

Your property

Letting Agent 
Two

Letting Agent 
Three

Your Property One Agent

• One point of contact
• Larger pool of tenants
• Shorter void periods

• Less hassle for you
• Higher rental values
• Better occupancy
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RPI have been servicing both private and corporate 
overseas investors for nearly 20 years predominately 
in Hong Kong, Singapore and more recently China, 
Malaysia, Vietnam and Japan. 

One of RPI’s unique selling points is the ability to provide 
a consolidated UK nationwide Lettings & Management 
solution. Our average investor owns 3.5 UK properties in 
different locations across the UK and RPI can migrate this 
portfolio to a single point of contact even if let with multiple 
agents. With this single point of contact, this offers the 
investor a significant cost saving, ease of communication 
and optimises the clients return on capital invested.

Unlike the traditional estate agency approach RPI creates 

competition between letting agents resulting in optimum 
rent levels and occupancy, RPI are proud to have a 97% 
occupancy (September 2020) and have increased our 
rent levels by some 7% year on year for the last three years.

Given that many properties may come to market at the 
same time, it is vital to maximise exposure and this is where 
RPI are unrivalled in their approach which will minimise 
rental compression and lower yields.

Your property will be marketed through our exclusive 
website and with hand picked multiple local letting agents 
across the UK in conjunction with Relocation Agents and 
Corporate clientele.

Overseas Investors 

Management is core business to RPI which is arguably 
more important than just the letting process. RPI are 
proven to significantly reduce the client’s exposure to 
cost, maintenance, void, legislation changes etc.

Key Elements Include:
• 24/7 tenant support
• Vetted national contractors with national pricing
• Detailed A.I.I.C inspection reports
• Tenant online platform 
• Discounted utility provision
• Qualified account manager and a single point 

of departmental contact
• Annual taxation services for both UK and 

Non-Resident Landlord
• Ongoing Investment Analysis and Asset 

Management

We facilitate the registration and payment of Service 
Charges, Ground Rents and Utilities for our clients 
at no extra charge.

Unrivalled And Bespoke 
Management Services:
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Legislation is constantly changing and we are here to 
protect you the client and indeed the tenant. 

RPI ensure that you the landlord, comply with all required 
safety regulations and property mandatory certification 
such as Gas and Electrical Safety Certificates, Selective 
Licensing etc. Even in the event of a legislation change 
mid tenancy RPI will take the necessary steps for 
compliance implementation.

Mandatory Certification

Your property inspection will be carried out by a 
qualified A.I.I.C specialist Inventory Clerk with your 
report uploaded to your bespoke property portal with 
photographs, comments and recommendations.

This report is very important and can be used in a court 
of law in the unlikely event that there are any disputes 
with your tenant and RPI are unusual in their approach to 
have this document produced by independent Inventory 
Clerks.

Needless to say, in the event there is anything to report we 
shall, of course, take the necessary action where required.

Property Inspections

RPI handpick our local contractors UK nationwide and 
they must sign our terms of business and meet our 
stringent criteria, we check their qualifications, 
accreditations and insurances annually and closely 
monitor performance. 

RPI provide 24/7 annual support and have created a 
tenant maintenance portal which allows us to accurately 
and swiftly identify any issues in real-time. It is vital to 
ascertain the fault reported as well as the cause as quickly 
as possible in order to reduce our client’s costs. Sadly, 
agents have been all too quick to spend clients’ money 
without getting to the bottom of the cause of the issue.

We even go the extra mile and track all warrantied items 
within the property to make sure that no unnecessary 
additional expenditure is incurred.

RPI will generally agree a maintenance float which we 
can utilise in the event of minor works which will always 
be pre-approved and documented within monthly online 
statements.

Maintenance Provision

You must have insurance for buildings, contents and 
public liability and advise your insurance company that 
you will be letting the property. It is your responsibility to 
arrange insurance. A copy of your insurance policy should 
be provided to the tenant, or the relevant points within 
the policy should be highlighted to them.

Insurance
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If you reside outside the UK and have a National 
Insurance number then you may apply on line for an NRL 
exemption certificate through HMRC - Her Majesty’s 
Revenue and Customs.  For those investors without a UK 
National Insurance number one may still apply using the 
online form, but you must post the original form directly 
to HMRC.  

Following qualification, we will then be able to process 
your rent without deducting tax and we are happy to assist 
you in this application if you have any questions.  In the 
event that this form is not completed then RPI will have 
to deduct 20% of your rental upon receipt and pass on 
to HMRC, it’s the law!  You may claim this back once you 
submit your annual self-assessment tax return.

The form is very straight forward and we can issue you 
with our unique agency number upon request.

RPI are happy to facilitate the supply, fitment and 
inspection of furnishing and window dressing, this is all 
part of the service. In the event that the tenant has any 
pre-agreed special requirements we shall also gladly assist.

It is vital that your property has an Inventory and Schedule 
of Condition prepared before the tenant takes occupation 
as this protects you the landlord, in the unlikely event of 
any future dispute with the tenant. 

RPI will only work with qualified A.I.I.C (Association of 
Independent Inventory Clerks) accredited agents and 
the cost of this will be specific to your property. We shall 
facilitate the process of compilation for you and this 
document will be updated every time a tenant either 
occupies or vacates your property.

NRL - Non-Resident Landlords Furnishing / Pre-tenancy 
Maintenance And Inventory
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Complete RPI offer a bespoke unrivalled service with a proven track record, 
our nationwide letting platform is proven to achieve optimum rental yields and 
provide exposure to the entire market.

With a bespoke online client data platform and identified corporate tenants 
awaiting, RPI will maximise your return on investment.

We pride ourselves on a unique asset managed approach to your investment 
and can prove 97% occupancy and rental increases above market averages.

We welcome the opportunity of presenting our online platform and key services 
at your discretion.

With kind regards

Rupert Smith
Founder/Managing Director

In Summary

• Bespoke online platform, 
accounting and property 
tracker 

• Rental Guarantee & Legal 
Expense Assurance option 

• Asset Management 
and Yield analysis 

• Bespoke online platform and 
accounting reporting structure 

• Investor sales support 
6 months prior to completion 

• Snagging and Furniture, 
Fixtures and Equipment 
Reporting

Benefits
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Birmingham is the largest city in the UK outside 
of London with a population of 1.1m and one of the 
country’s biggest financial and commercial centres. 
With five universities and a student population of over 
80,000 there is a vast tenant pool and the relocation 
of companies such as HSBC, PwC and Deutsche 
Bank to Birmingham will create a huge number of 
further professional jobs in the city. 

Construction on the £100bn HS2 rail link is 
now underway and will further improve the city’s 
connectivity, drastically cutting travel time to other 
major UK cities and reducing the travel time to 
London to just 45 minutes.

The Copperworks is located in the Jewellery Quarter, 
immediately to the North-West of the City Centre 
and within short walking distance of Birminghams 
major landmarks, attractions and transport hubs. One 
of the most desirable residential districts in the city, 
the Jewellery Quarter has a thriving entertainment 
and arts scene with an abundance of independent 
bars, cafes and restaurants

• One of the best performing cities in the UK with 
8.2% price growth between Dec 17 – Dec 19 
compared with London at 1.4% and 31% growth over 
the 5 year period from 2013-2018, outperforming the 
nationwide UK market

• Prices grew by 5.5% between Jan-Sep 2019, 
outperforming the UK average of 3.5%

• Property prices in Birmingham are amongst the 
fastest growing in the country, further growth of 18% 
is predicted by 2024

• Rents are forecast to increase by 19.7% within the 
next 3 years

Property Prices

• Second largest city in the UK with population of 1.1m 
expected to grow by 171,000 to over 1.3m by 2040

• 40% of the population are below 25 – One of the 
most youthful cities in Europe

• 3.4% population growth compared to 0.7% in 
Manchester and London

• Current shortfall of 2,300 homes required to keep 
pace with demand

Supply and Demand

• £600m upgrade of New Street Station
• £200m expansion of Birmingham Airport
• £1.3bn expansion of Midlands Metro light rail line
• £700m Paradise mixed use development between 

the City Centre and Jewellery Quarter

Investment and Regeneration

Liverpool
Manchester

Birmingham

London

Leeds

Birmingham
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•  HS2 – New £100bn high speed rail link will drastically reduce journey 
times to London (45 minutes) and Manchester (41 minutes) creating 
jobs, encouraging investment and driving growth.

•  Birmingham is in the centre of the country, well connected to the rail 
network with direct trains to most major regional UK cities

• 90% of the UK population is within a 4 hour drive
• Birmingham Airport is the seventh busiest airport in the UK

Birmingham sits in the centre of the UK and is well connected on the 
national rail and road networks. The main rail terminus is Birmingham 
New Street Station, within a 15 minute walk from The Copperworks on 
the other side of the city centre and the busiest station in the country 
outside of London serving 140,000 passengers a day.

The HS2 rail link is a £100bn infrastructure project that received 
government approval in February 2020 and is currently under 
construction. It will not only bring London closer at just 45 minutes 
by train but will create an estimated 36,000 jobs in Birmingham and 
104,000 across the West Midlands region as well as billions of pounds 
of investment. It will carry 300,000 passengers per day when fully 
operational and will create an extra £1.5bn in economic output.

Birmingham city centre is very walkable with the major commercial 
districts, entertainment and leisure attractions within short walking 
distance from The Copperworks.

WALKING TIMES FROM THE COPPERWORKS

St Pauls Square   6 mins
Jewellery Quarter station  8 mins
University College Birmingham 8 mins
International Convention Centre 10 mins
Colmore Row   12 mins
Brindleyplace   12 mins
The Mailbox   14 mins
New Street station   15 mins
Chinatown   20 mins
Aston University    22 mins
Curzon Street (future HS2 station) 25 mins

TRAIN TIMES FROM BIRMINGHAM NEW STREET STATION  
(15 MINS WALK)

London   1 hr 21 mins (45 mins HS2)
Manchester  1 hr 28 mins (41 mins HS2)
Liverpool   1 hr 34 mins
Leeds   1 hr 58 mins (49 mins HS2)
 

TRANSPORT

• HS2 – New £100bn high speed rail link will drastically reduce 
journey times to London (45 minutes) and Manchester (41 
minutes) creating jobs, encouraging investment and driving 
growth.

• Birmingham is in the centre of the country, well connected to the 
rail network with direct trains to most major regional UK cities

• 90% of the UK population is within a 4 hour drive
• Birmingham Airport is the seventh busiest airport in the UK

Birmingham sits in the centre of the UK and is well 
connected on the national rail and road networks. The 
main rail terminus is Birmingham New Street Station, 
within a 15 minute walk from The Copperworks on the 
other side of the city centre and the busiest station in the 
country outside of London serving 140,000 passengers a 
day.

The HS2 rail link is a £100bn infrastructure project that 
received government approval in February 2020 and 
is currently under construction. It will not only bring 
London closer at just 45 minutes by train but will create an 
estimated 36,000 jobs in Birmingham and 104,000 across 
the West Midlands region as well as billions of pounds 
of investment. It will carry 300,000 passengers per day 
when fully operational and will create an extra £1.5bn in 
economic output.

Birmingham city centre is very walkable with the major 
commercial districts, entertainment and leisure attractions 
within short walking distance from The Copperworks.

St Pauls Square 6 mins
Jewellery Quarter station 8 mins
University College Birmingham 8 mins
International Convention Centre 10 mins
Colmore Row 12 mins
Brindleyplace 12 mins
The Mailbox 14 mins
New Street station 15 mins
Chinatown 20 mins
Aston University 22 mins
Curzon Street (future HS2 station) 25 mins

London  1 hr 21 mins (45 mins HS2)
Manchester  1 hr 28 mins (41 mins HS2)
Liverpool  1 hr 34 mins
Leeds  1 hr 58 mins (49 mins HS2)

Train times from Birmingham 
New Street Station (15 min walk)

Walking times from 
The Copper Works

HS2
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1. The Copperworks, Birmingham, B1 
1 bed -£900pcm - £950pcm 
2 Bed  - £1050pcm - £1100pcm 

2. Key Hill, Key Hill Drive 
1 Bed - £800pcm 
2 Bed - £850pcm 

3. St Georges House, Carver Street 
1 Bed – £750pcm -£800pcm 
2 Bed - £875pcm 

4. Islington Gates, Fleet Street 
1 Bed - £700pcm 
2 Bed - £925pcm 

5. B1 Development, Helena Street 
1 Bed - £725pcm 
2 Bed - £900pcm 

6. B1 Development, Edward Street 
1 Bed - £750pcm 
2 Bed - £975pcm

7. Embankment, St Vincent St 
1 Bed - £725pcm - £750pcm 
2 Bed - £975pcm 

8. Broadway Residences, Broad Street 
1 Bed - £850pcm 
2 Bed -£995pcm 

9. The Bank, Sheepcoat Street 
1 Bed – 950pcm 
2 Bed - £975pcm - £999pcm 

10. Arden Gate, 21 William Street 
1 Bed - £700pcm - £795pcm 
2 Bed - £1020pcm - £1075pcm 

11. The Cube, Wharfside Street 
1 Bed - £695pcm 
2 Bed - £850pcm - £950pcm 

12. Postbox, Upper Marshall Street  
1 bed - £750pcm 
2 Bed – £900pcm - £1100pcm

13. Orion Building, Navigation Street 
1 Bed -£795pcm - £875pcm 
2 Bed - £1050pcm 

14. Beetham Tower, Holloway Circus 
1 Bed -£795pcm - £875pcm 
2 Bed - £1050pcm 

15. Axium, Windmill Street 
1 Bed - £850pcm 
2 Bed - £1125pcm - £1175pcm 

16. Timber Yard, City Centre, B5 
1 Bed -£795pcm - £875pcm 
2 Bed - £1050pcm 

17. Upper Dean Street, Birmingham 
1 Bed - £700pcm 
2 Bed - £775pcm -£825pcm

Currently Let And Managed By Complete RPI
Birmingham Letting Statistics
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Complete RPI – Hong Kong 
taye.kavanagh@completerpi.com
+852 9869 5698

Complete RPI – Singapore
mark.searle@completerpi.com
+44 (0)7718 184 763

Complete RPI – UK
rupert.smith@completerpi.com
+44 (0)1932 568 877
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